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New media can enhance quality
play in childhood
The Quality Play and Media 2014 Conference in Adelaide at the Salvation Army
Ingle Farm on July 8th looked at some of
the potential benefits of children engaging
with online technology. While there are
some concerning potential pitfalls associated with its popularity which impacts on
other areas of their lives, it can be used to
enhance child development.

“Technology can enhance childhood extended play,” keynote speaker Dr Kate
Highfield suggested. “A balanced and appropriate approach is needed.”
“It is the more creative productions of the
current flood of apps that we need to encourage children to engage with. 85% of
apps for kids are consumptive rather than
creative,” she told the one hundred child
and family professionals who attended.
“Pedagogy and content is most important.
Technology is secondary”.
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been gathered at this early time in its development and pose the kind of questions
we need to be asking about how children
are using new media options.

new media” and “embrace technology
but consider the context and child’s wellbeing,” participants commented.
Other take away learnings included:

Professor Sims launched a new book Play
and quality in early childhood: Educating superheroes and fairy princesses at the conference.

•

The author and presenter Dr Glenn C Cupit
asked the question. “Where do we get our
scripts from?”

•

He went on to look at some of the elements
of electronic games that can have the effect of grooming vulnerable children toward gambling, diminished creativity and
gender stereotyping, before highlighting
some of the positives of how media playscripts can extend children’s play experiences, particularly when they stem from
children’s interests.

•

•

“It’s not going away, dive in embrace
it and be a filter for our kids”
“Start having a conversation with the
team at work around using media
with children”
“Do research on what apps are out
there”
“Promote creative media games as
opposed to consumptive” and “offer
children support to use and interpret
content…ongoing conversations in
families is important”

In summing up the day ACCM President,
Elizabeth Handsley, Professor of Law at
Flinders University, talked about being
clear on just how new a world it is, the perennial need for balance, the importance of
starting early and of ensuring that children
don’t miss out on outdoor play. “Active
parent involvement is essential,” she said.
ACCM partnered with Salisbury Communities for Children and a number of
government and non-government supporters to host the event and a video of
highlights can be found on their websites:

There was also strong interest in a number
of concurrent sessions built around the
theme and a number of participants said
that they found it hard to choose between
what was on offer.
“We need to learn new ways to work with

www.childrenandmedia.org.au
www.salisburyc4c.org
Stay posted for an educators’ resource that
is also being developed.
Karl Brettig

Manager Salisbury Communities for Children

Play and quality in early childhood:
Educating superheroes and fairy
princesses
Margaret Sims from the University of New
England reminded participants that “Children are still playing. It’s just different. 40%
own tablet devices and 38% under two
have used a mobile device.”

Dr C. Glenn Cupit
www.earlychildhoodaustralia.org.au/wp-content/
uploads/2014/04/RIP1303.jpg

She went on to look at some of the evidence
around quality play and media that has
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There’s a big push on to deregulate screen media,
with the excuse being “there’s so much choice
these days - ‘old’ forms of regulation are no
longer needed. Why regulate TV when children
are elsewhere?
Well, that plainly does not apply to Australian
child viewers! Children’s ongoing use of and
attachment to TV is evident in the latest viewing
figures to come out of the Longitudinal Study of
Australian Children (LSAC 2014, chapter 4).
The study shows that TV is the major occupier
of children’s free time with 4-5yr old children
watching for 100mins on school/ care days and
148mins on non-school/care days. Children
10-11yrs spent 91.5 mins on a school day and
185.2mins on a non-schoolday, with TV. This
outstrips the 8 and 2 mins resp. that 4-5yrs spend
with computers, including games, and the 27 and
80 mins by 10-11yr olds.
These figures make the retention and
maintenance of the Children’s TV quality quotas
still relevant and important, even 35 yrs after
their introduction.
The best chance of this happening is if the
system of independent classification of the C
and P quality quota programs on commercial
TV is preserved, and most importantly that those
independent classifiers are committed to keeping
the standards up.
The Australian Communications and Media
Authority is presently reviewing submissions
from stakeholders in its Children’s Television
Standards (CTS) system on whether it should
permit industry to classify quota programs, and
to have greater flexibility in scheduling C and P
programs. ACCM has given a resounding NO to
both propositions.
The move towards such changes seem to reflect
the government’s push to do away with the
burden of unnecessary regulation.
Firstly, we can’t see how self-classification of C
and P programs reduces the regulatory burden
for licensees. So far as we know, the vast
majority of classification applications are made
by producers, not licensees (see for example
the ACMA’s 2012-13 Annual Report, Appendix
5). A further reason to oppose this proposal
is the likely impact on the market for C and P
programming. If licensees do the classification,
we believe that there will be a strong temptation
to play it safe and go with known producers,
reducing innovation and diversity in the content
available. ACCM believes that children’s interests
will be better served by a vibrant and dynamic
production industry and market. We could
ask whether it’s perhaps the ACMA’s need for
savings ( ACMA received a budget infrastructure
cut of $1m), rather than the public interest, that is
driving this proposal?
The scheduling of C and P programs, since their
late 80’s dispersal into C and P time bands, and

latterly off the main and on to the
digital channels is making it very
difficult for parents to find C and
P programs. Licensees have always
failed to promote them and it’s little
wonder that these programs have Barbara Biggins
relatively small audiences. (Screen OAM
Australia 2013 Focus 2). What is Hon CEO
needed with C and P programming
– especially C programming and even more
especially C drama – is proper promotion by
licensees and consistency of scheduling so that
Australian children and their parents are fully
aware of, and encouraged to use, the excellent
material that the CTS make available. The 2007
review of the CTS made it clear how defective the
system is in this regard, yet little if anything has
been done to correct it.
C programs, especially C Drama programs, can
and have been some of our highest quality cultural
output, and the licensees should be trumpeting
that from the rooftops. (Screen Australia 2013
p1) It bewilders us that they should bury those
programs the way they do.
The co-regulatory system’s heavy reliance on
consumer complaints for enforcement makes it
crucial that consumers have the fullest possible
information to enable them to judge whether
a breach of the CTS has occurred in a C or P
program, and whether it is worth complaining to
ACMA. In the case of children’s television one
of the most important pieces of information is
whether the material was broadcast during a C
period.
The latest ACMA Annual Report lists numerous
breaches regarding scheduling. If licensees have
been so willing to breach their CTS obligations
under the current system, this suggests that they
do not regard that system as especially onerous.
In summary, we suggest that changes to the
media landscape are only a small part of the
picture here; and that the industry’s disposition
against its CTS obligations goes back further and
is more fundamental.
ACCM calls upon the ACMA to hold the line
against this pressure to deregulate – that is, to
protect corporate profits – at the expense of
children, parents and carers. In our view the
balance already favours the industry, considering
how little they sacrifice in order to provide a
very few hours of quality television for young
Australians. There is no need to swing it even
further in that direction.
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WORLD NEWS
Children and media coverage of
disasters

At a time when our screens seem to be full
of media coverage of the MH17 tragedy
and deaths of children in Gaza, parents
may themselves be upset and wondering
about the effects on their children.
Parents who are concerned about how
to deal with this seemingly unavoidable
media coverage can find information on
the ACCM website, at
http://childrenandmedia.org.au/assets/
files/resources/fact-sheets/program-types/
children_disaster_Q&A.pdf

Positive results with parent control

A new US study involving 1300 schoolaged children has found that children get
more sleep, do better at school, behave
better and have other health benefits
when parents take control by limiting
computer and television time and content.
Researcher Douglas Gentile, Associate
Professor of Psychology at Iowa State
University said that because the effect
is not immediate, parents may think
it is not worth the effort to monitor
and limit their children’s media use.
However, the results indicate that parents
have more power than they realize.
The study found a ripple effect associated
with the benefits of limiting both screen
time and media content.
Researchers expected to see the resulting
direct impact on sleep, academics and
behavior. However, limited screen time also
indirectly affected body mass index. The
study found that children got more sleep
if parents limited screen time, which also
resulted in lower risk of obesity. Parental

limiting of exposure to violent media
resulted
in
increased
prosocial
behavior
and
lowered
aggressive
behavior
seven
months
later.

The new course has been approved for
teaching from September 2015.

Data were collected at the start of the
program and seven months later at the
end of the program. By looking at these
factors collectively with a group of
children over a school year, it was easier
for researchers to identify patterns that are
hard to recognize in individual children.

Children’s brand knowledge
associated with being overweight

The study also provides further evidence
of why doctors should talk to parents
about screen time and their children. The
researchers recommend that doctors talk
with parents about setting limits and
actively monitoring media use. This can
include talking with children about media
content, explaining the purpose of various
media and providing overall guidance.
http://www.news.iastate.edu/
news/2014/03/31/parentalmonitoring
#sthash.EovOmcvn.dpuf

Changing curriculum for
the digital age.

Senior school sociology students in the
UK are soon to be studying topics such as
social media, the culture of selfies, online
safety and privacy. The topics are part of
a new course drawn up by OCR, one of
England’s biggest exam boards.
The organisation said that the qualification
will include looking at “evidence-based
research on globalisation in the digital
era”, and that students will analyse how
societies manage the positive and negative
impacts of media based topics such as
freedom of information, privacy, online
safety, equality of access to technology and
gender stereotyping.

http://www.ocr.org.uk/news/view/ocrsociology-as-a-level-accredited-withsocial-media-cybercrime-and-selfies/

A US research team has found that
children who are familiar with logos and
other images from fast-food restaurants,
soft drinks and not-so-healthy snack food
brands, the more likely the child is to be
overweight or obese. The children, aged
between three and five, were tested by
being given pictures of food-related logos,
such as the MacDonalds golden arches.
They were then given pictures of food
items, packaging and cartoon characters
and asked to match the items with their
corresponding brand logos. Children who
could identify the most tended to have
higher body mass indexes, or BMIs.
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/
article/pii/S0195666314002578

US Girl Scouts organisation hosts
first-ever video game course

According to the Gamasutra website, the
Girl Scout Leadership Institute has hosted
its first-ever video game programming
course, through which it hopes to
encourage more girls to get into a career
in the male-dominated world of making
games. During the course, girls aged 13 to
16 were taught how to design objects and
people for their own virtual 3D world.
http://www.gamasutra.com/view/
news/220842/The_Girl_Scouts_hosts_
its_firstever_video_game_course.php

